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Building an efficient, smart, and multifunctional power grid while maintaining high reliability and security

is an extremely challenging task, particularly in the ever-evolving cyber threat landscape. The challenge is

also compounded by the increasing complexity of power grids in both cyber and physical domains. In this

article, we develop a stochastic Petri net based analytical model to assess and analyze the system reliability

of smart grids, specifically against topology attacks under system countermeasures (i.e., intrusion detection

systems and malfunction recovery techniques). Topology attacks, evolving from false data injection attacks,

are growing security threats to smart grids. In our analytical model, we define and consider both conservative

and aggressive topology attacks, and two types of unreliable consequences (i.e., system disturbances and

failures). The IEEE 14-bus power system is employed as a case study to clearly explain the model construction

and parameterization process. The benefit of having this analytical model is the capability to measure the

system reliability from both transient and steady-state analysis. Finally, intensive simulation experiments are

conducted to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed model.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The smart grid is envisioned as a revolutionary alternative of the legacy power grid with the
primary expectation to achieve enhanced situational awareness of the enormous, and often
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dispersed, physical infrastructure (Li et al. 2016b; Choo 2014; Li et al. 2017). In addition, by taking
full advantage of information and communication technologies, intelligent functionalities such
as autonomous demand response, self-healing, self-resilience, and accommodation of renewable
energy resources can potentially be achieved (Li et al. 2016a; Moslehi and Kumar 2010; Li et al.
2016a; Liu et al. 2016). Smart grids have also attracted the attention of policymakers and those
in governments, as evidenced by the various policy and regulatory initiatives launched in recent
years (Farhangi 2010; FERC 2009; Amin and Wollenberg 2005).

Despite these promising benefits, there are a number of underlying issues and challenges (Li
et al. 2017; Deng et al. 2017; Wu et al. 2014). System reliability is one of the critical concerns in smart
grids, and can be affected by a wide range of grid components (Moslehi and Kumar 2010; Li 2014).
Specifically, demand-response strategies and peak load shedding techniques play significant roles
in balancing (due to load variability) power demands and generations to preserve grid reliability.
Other considerations important in preserving grid reliability include performance and lifetime of
the substations, transmission lines, and electrical devices. Renewable resources, such as wind, solar,
hydro, and tidal, may also impact on system reliability due to their volatile nature. Similar to other
consumer technologies, ensuring the integrity and authenticity of measurement data reported by
sensing devices (e.g., line meters, circuit breaker monitors, and smart meters) are also vital to en-
sure grid reliability (i.e., in terms of system state estimation and informing decision-making). For
example, biased or fabricated measurements could potentially result in the system control center
issuing erroneous feedback commands, and consequently, compromising the system reliability.

Despite the importance of system reliability, this topic is rarely considered in the power
community. With the increasing trend in smart grids being the target of cyber attacks and
physical sabotages impacting on the reliability of smart grids (Falliere et al. 2011; Pagliery 2015),
it is important to ensure a resilient and reliable system design. A successful attack or compromise
can have significant impacts, as illustrated by recent incidents (e.g., Stuxnet (Falliere et al. 2011)).
While there has been recent interest in smart grid security research, existing literature generally
focus on single-event attacks rather than coordinated attacks. This is partially because existing
mathematical tools for modeling and analyzing coordinated attacks are not well developed to
handle sophisticated coordinated attacks (Kröger 2008). For example, attack trees are popular
tools in existing literature used to describe the conceptual diagram of a single attack. However,
attack trees are not suitable for modeling and capturing concurrent and coordinated attacks. In
addition, there are only a few studies introducing modeling tools that can adequately capture the
dynamics between attacks and defenses, as well as capturing the synthetic idiosyncrasies of a
smart grid cyber-physical system (Lee 2017). This is the gap we seek to address in this article.

Specifically, we introduce the topology attacks (Kim and Tong 2013), a typical example of coor-
dinated attacks in the context of smart grids. We then use a stochastic Petri net (SPN) (Dalton et al.
2006; Mitchell and Chen 2016) to model the topology attacks and analyze the system reliability in
the presence of both intrusion detection systems and malfunction recovery techniques. Evolving
from bad data injection attacks, topology attacks have been the subject of research in recent years.
For example, Liu et al. showed in 2011 that by compromising a set of metering devices, attackers
are capable of constructing an attack vector that can easily circumvent the conventional bad data
detector; thus, launching a successful bad data injection attack (Liu et al. 2011). A key limitation
that may impede a successful implementation of such attacks is the need to compromise a large
set of metering devices. This is a significantly strong assumption because attackers usually have
limited time and capabilities. To avoid these limitations associated with bad data injection attacks,
topology attacks have quickly emerged recently with reduced requirements for attacks. Ideally,
by concurrently compromising only a very small set of sensing devices such as line meters and
circuit breaker monitors, the adversary could initiate a successful topology attack. Petri nets are
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tools that have been widely used for modeling various types of asynchronous and concurrent
processes; therefore, they are more suitable for modeling the coordinated topology attacks and
capturing the concurrent behaviors of both cyber and physical processes in smart grids.

We regard the contributions of this article to be threefold:

—First, we develop a novel analytical model to assess and analyze the system reliability in the
presence of both topology attacks and countermeasures in smart grids (i.e., intrusion detec-
tion systems and malfunction recovery techniques). Since topology attacks are commonly
considered as “undetectable” attacks, understanding their attack behaviors and correspond-
ing potential impacts contribute to the building of a more resilient and reliable smart grid.

—Second, we define and characterize two types of topology attacks, namely, conservative
topology attacks and aggressive topology attacks. Different attack behaviors and their as-
sociated impacts on smart grids are then discussed.

—Third, we propose a scheme to determine whether the undetected compromised sensing
devices can launch a successful topology attack. Following this, different types of the im-
pacts, e.g., system disturbances or failures, of successful attacks are discussed. In addition,
an algorithm for construction of a maximum spanning tree (MxST) (McDonald et al. 2005)
in a power system is proposed.

This is, to the best of our best knowledge, the first study to use an SPN to study topology attacks
in the context of smart grids. The choice of SPN is due to its capability of incorporating features of
both the cyber domain (e.g., cyber intrusion process and corresponding state transition process)
and the physical domain (e.g., physical measurement data and possible impacts and outages).

We will review related literature in the next section, before presenting the system model, threat
model, and our design goals in Section 3. Our proposed analytical model is elaborated in Section 4,
and the performance evaluation is presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the article.

2 RELATED LITERATURE

2.1 Petri Net Modeling

The Petri net modeling techniques are increasingly popular, partly due to the rapid advancements
of networked and distributed systems (Mitchell and Chen 2016). A basic Petri net can be described
as a 4-tuple (P,T ,F ,M), where P is a finite set of places (or states), T is a finite set of transitions
(or actions, behaviors), F ⊂ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a finite set of input and output arcs, andM is a
finite set of markings that denote the number of tokens in each place. A token represents an object
that holds a specific condition or the occurrence of a specific event. Tokens can be transferred
from place to place when a specific condition changes or event occurs. Since a basic Petri net can
only model fairly simple processes, a number of extended Petri nets have been proposed in the
literature to support a broader range of applications (Jensen and Rozenberg 2012).

The Petri net technique was first used for modeling cyber attacks by, presumably, McDermott
as an alternative tool to traditional attack trees (McDermott 2001). It was demonstrated that Petri
nets were more effective than traditional attack trees in describing the concurrent processes. The
generalized SPN technique was subsequently introduced by Bause et al. to model cyber attacks
(Bause and Kritzinger 2002). An SPN is a timed Petri net, where the firing time between the tran-
sitions is assumed to be exponentially distributed. With the SPN, the state transition process can
be easily transformed to a reachability graph, and then a continuous time Markov chain. In this
way, it facilitates system administrators in performing steady-state analysis. SPNs are increasingly
accepted by the research community, and have been used to support diverse applications (Tüysüz
and Kahraman 2010; Jensen 2013; Laprie et al. 2007; Zeng et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2011). Another
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extension is the colored Petri net, where tokens are represented by different colors. Different from
the basic Petri net, a colored Petri net can be used to model more complex systems or processes.
For example, Jensen suggested that colored Petri nets can be used for a wide range of practical
applications, such as ATM networks, ISDN networks, and naval vessel systems (Jensen 2013).

Petri net modeling techniques have also been used in power systems to describe the state tran-
sition processes of physical systems and the communication infrastructures (Laprie et al. 2007;
Zeng et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2011). For instance, Laprie et al. used a Petri net to model the inter-
dependence related failures of both electric infrastructure and connected information system. In
addition, Zeng et al. analyzed the dependability of control center networks in smart grids using
SPN by considering that the servers in control center networks can suffer from Byzantine failures
and, thus compromise the network dependability. However, there has been no effective modeling
technique developed for modeling topology attacks in smart grids, especially in the presence of
system countermeasures.

2.2 Coordinated Attacks

In the increasingly complex and large-scale cyber-physical infrastructures, it is usually far be-
yond the capability of a single attacker to disrupt such an infrastructure. It is more likely that
well-resourced attackers (e.g., state-sponsored actors and organized cyber crime groups) will at-
tempt to launch a coordinated attack collectively, an observation echoed in the report from CERT
(Householder et al. 2002).

In the context of smart grid CPS, coordinated attacks include false data injection attacks (Liu
et al. 2011; Deng et al. 2017; Li et al. 2017), topology attacks (Weimer et al. 2012; Kim and Tong 2013),
and denial-of-service (DoS) and distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks (Liu et al. 2013; Amin
et al. 2009). Since Liu demonstrated that a set of coordinated attackers can successfully circumvent
the traditional bad data detection mechanisms in power systems (Liu et al. 2011), researchers have
started studying such attacks (e.g., see the survey of attack strategies, potential impacts on power
systems, and potential countermeasures in Deng et al. (2017)). False data injection attackers can
construct an attack vector containing injected false measurement data by compromising an ideal
set of data meters. The injected attack vector, if well designed, will easily circumvent bad data
detector at the data center without triggering an alarm. Hug et al. introduced a new analytical
technique for vulnerability analysis of state estimation, designed to detect hidden false data injec-
tion attacks (Hug and Giampapa 2012). A distributed host-based collaborative detection scheme
for false data injection attacks in a smart grid cyber-physical system was also recently proposed
(Li et al. 2017).

The focus of this article is on the topology attacks that have not yet been widely investigated.
Topology attacks are generally considered evolved false data injection attacks, where meter data
and breaker status data used for determining the current system topology need to be manipulated.
Similar to false data injection attackers, topology attackers also try to blind the bad data detector by
constructing matched meter data and breaker status data. A small number of existing studies have
discussed such attacks. For example, Weimer et al. proposed a distributed detection and isolation
method for topology attacks in power networks (Weimer et al. 2012). Kim and Tong proposed a
graph theory based scheme to counter topology attacks by placing the phasor measurement units
across the power gird in an optimal way (Kim and Tong 2013). Apart from the above-mentioned
few studies that focus on topology attacks, one particular relevant area that is understudied is
topology attack modeling and system reliability analysis when subject to such attacks. Thus, in
this article, we provide an SPN-based analytical model for smart grids to model the attack behaviors
of topology attacks and analyze the system reliability in the presence of such attacks.
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Table 1. Summary of Notations

Notation Description
z Vector of measurement data collected by line meters
s Vector of circuit breaker status data collected by breaker monitors
x Vector of real system status data
η Vector of measurement error
C Covariance matrix of η
r Vector of measurement residual
m Number of measurements
n Number of real system status
G Topology graph of a power grid
HG Jacobian matrix of measurement data associated with G
S Maximum spanning tree of a grid topology G
P Set of places in a Petri net
T Set of transitions in a Petri net
F Set of input and output arcs in a Petri net
M Set of markings in a Petri net
W Set of weights assigned for all the branches in a power grid
L Set of compromised line meters
B Set of compromised breaker monitors
O Decision outcome
N Total number of branches in a power grid
R System reliability of a power grid

3 MODELS AND DESIGN GOALS

In this section, we formalize both the system and threat models, as well as describe the design
goals. The notations used in this article are summarized in Table 1.

3.1 System Model

In existing power systems, state estimation is the most widely used technique for estimating sys-
tem operating status as well as detecting bad collected measurement data. In this article, we use
the power system state estimation workflow as our system model (see Figure 1).

In state estimation, the system control center collects two types of data from the sensing de-
vices throughout the grid. One type of data is the line flow and nodal injection analog measurement
data z = {Pi ,Qi , Pf ,Qf ,V ,θ } provided by line meters, where Pi , Qi , Pf , Qf , V , and θ denote real
power injection, reactive power injection, real power flow, reactive power flow, bus voltage mag-
nitude, and bus voltage angle, respectively. Another type of data is the circuit breaker on/off status
data s = sN

i , where si ∈ {0, 1} and N is the total number of branches in a power grid. The status
data s is provided by circuit breaker monitors (Djekic 2007) and then analyzed by the topology
processor to determine the current grid topology G, that is, G = f (s). After that, both measure-
ment data z and grid topology G are fed into the state estimator for further data processing. Using
an alternating current (AC) or direct current (DC) power flow model, the state estimator produces

the estimated real system status data x = {V̂ , θ̂ }. At the last step, through residual checking, the
bad data detector determines whether any bad data is collected by the sensing devices.

Let us take the DC power flow model as an example to introduce the detailed procedure of state
estimation. According to this model, the relationship between the measurement data z ∈ Rm×1 and
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Fig. 1. System model: power system state estimation.

real system status data x ∈ Rn×1 is given by Deng et al. (2017):

z = HGx + η, (1)

where HG ∈ Rm×n is the measurement Jacobian matrix associated with the current system topol-
ogy G. m and n are the numbers of measurement data and real system status data, respectively,
and m > n indicates that redundant measurements are introduced. η ∈ Rm×1 is the measurement
noise vector with zero mean and covariance C, a diagonal matrix.

Generally, we cannot directly observe the real status data x, but we can infer from the measure-
ment data z. Due to the measurement noise η, the optimal estimated x̂ is the vector that generates
the minimum weighted square error. According to the DC flow model, the objective function is as
follows:

J(x) = min
x

[z − HGx]T C−1[z − HGx]. (2)

Then, the estimated x̂ is given by

x̂ = arg min
x

[z − HGx]T C−1[z − HGx]. (3)

The linear DC state estimation has a closed-form solution, which is obtained through a non-
iterative procedure by solving Equation (3). The result is given by

x̂ = [HG
T C−1HG]−1HG

T C−1z � Λz, (4)

where

Λ � [HG
T C−1HG]−1HG

T C−1. (5)

Then, the estimated measurement data ẑ can then be given by

ẑ = HG x̂ = HGΛz. (6)
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Fig. 2. Adversary model.

Once the system real status data x̂ has been identified, the largest normalized residuals (LNR)
can be used to detect the biased measurement data. Specifically, the measurement residual r ∈
R

m×1 is calculated based on the difference between the measurement data z and the estimated
measurements ẑ, i.e.,

r = z − ẑ = z − HGΛz = (I − HGΛ)z, (7)

where I ∈ Rm×m is the identity matrix. The LNR test is to compare the Frobenius norm ‖r‖2 of the
measurement residual r with a predefined threshold τ . | |r| |2 > τ indicates that anomalous residuals
exist; hence, bad measurement data presents in z. Otherwise (i.e., | |r| |2 <= τ ), it implies that there
is no bad measurement data.

3.2 Adversary Model

In this article, we consider the adversaries are topology attackers whose objective is to compromise
the system reliability and survivability. As previously discussed, topology attacks can be regarded
as evolved false data injection attacks. With regard to false data injection attacks, adversaries
generally tamper with only the measurement data z. In practice, these false data can often be
detected by the bad data detector due to mismatches with the current system topologyG. However,
topology attackers may also attempt to falsify both measurement data z and circuit breaker status
data s associated with the system topology G (i.e., G = f (s) (Kim and Tong 2013). In other words,
they attempt to construct a pair of matched measurement data and the grid topology. Such an
attack strategy can be more effective to blind the bad data detector.

In our adversary model as shown in Figure 2, we assume that the sensing devices (i.e., line
meters and circuit breaker monitors) deployed throughout the power grid can be compromised
by malicious attackers (including malicious insiders and external attackers). These attackers are
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capable of controlling the sensing devices to report false measurement data. In Figure 2, compro-
mised line meters and circuit breaker monitors, represented by red circles and squares, construct
attack vectors za and sa . Then, the reported measurement data z̃ and circuit breaker status data s̃

are, respectively, expressed as the following:

z̃ = z + za , (8)

and

s̃ = s + sa . (9)

Correspondingly, the processed grid topology is given by

G̃ = f (s̃) = f (s + sa ), (10)

where f (·) is the system function of the topology processor.
Likewise, according to the DC power flow model, the relationship between the measurement

data z̃ and real system status data x is described as follows:

z̃ = HG̃x + η. (11)

Then, the estimated x̂ is given by

x̂ = arg min
x

[z̃ − HG̃x]T C−1[z̃ − HG̃ )x] = [HG̃
T C−1HG̃]−1HG̃

T C−1z̃ � Λ̃z̃, (12)

where

Λ̃ = [HG̃
T C−1HG̃]−1HG̃

T C−1. (13)

Thus, the estimated measurement data ẑ is calculated by

ẑ = HG̃ x̂ = HG̃Λ̃z̃. (14)

The residual r̃ is then given by

r̃ = z̃ − ẑ = (I − HG̃Λ̃)z̃. (15)

One last and critical step is to detect the bad data. The Frobenius norm ‖r̃‖2 = ‖ (I − HG̃Λ̃)z̃‖2 can

be seen as a function of z̃ and s̃ (recall that G = f (s)). In this way, as long as the constructed vectors
za and sa can lead to

‖r̃‖2 = ‖ (I − HG̃Λ̃)z̃‖2 < τ , (16)

the adversaries can launch successful topology attacks without being detected; otherwise, the in-
jected bad data can be detected.

In this article, we define two types of topology attacks in terms of the attack strategies, which
are shown as follows:

—Conservative topology attacks: such attacks aim to manipulate a single or a few transmis-
sion lines or buses by compromising a small number of sensing devices. Accordingly, ma-
nipulation of these limited resources results in minor impact on the power system (e.g.,
disturbances).

—Aggressive topology attacks: such attacks attempt to manipulate as large an area of power
grid as possible (e.g., by compromising as many sensing devices as possible). These attacks
usually result in devastating damages to the power system (e.g., system failures), if success-
ful.
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Fig. 3. Analytical SPN model.

3.3 Design Goals

The key objective of our work is to provide an analytical model for studying topology attacks in
smart grids, as well as analyzing the system reliability in the presence of such attacks. Specifically,
our design goals are as follows:

(1) Carrying out in-depth analyses on the attack strategies of different types of topology at-
tacks and potential impacts on the power system they may cause.

(2) Establishing an SPN-based state transition model for smart grids to describe the system
behaviors in the presence of topology attacks.

(3) Defining credible metrics to accurately assess the system reliability of smart grids.

4 PROPOSED ANALYTICAL MODEL

In this section, we present our SPN-based analytical model (see Figure 3) to describe the system
behaviors in the presence of both topology attacks and system security countermeasures (e.g.,
intrusion detection systems and malfunction recovery techniques).

4.1 Construction of the Proposed SPN Model

We now present the construction of the proposed SPN model. Tables 2 and 3 annotate the
physical meanings of places and transitions in the SPN model, respectively. Cyber transitions
are denoted using blank bars, while physical transitions are shown as filled bars. Note that,
in particular, immediate transitions also appear in our model, which belongs to cyber transi-
tions and they are presented by slim vertical bars. In this SPN model, we mainly consider two
types of sensing devices, namely, line meters and circuit breaker monitors. Small filled circles
in red (tokens) are used to represent the sensing devices holding specific conditions. In terms
of countermeasures, we use filled black stars � to denote the presence of intrusion detection
systems. The intrusion detection systems are deployed for periodical detection of sensing de-
vice malfunctions. In addition, the malfunction recovery techniques, represented by blank hearts
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Table 2. Places in the SPN Model

Place Meaning

P_GLM Place of good line meters
P_BLM Place of bad line meters
P_GBM Place of good breaker monitors
P_BBM Place of bad breaker monitors
P_DBLM Place of detected bad line meters
P_UBLM Place of undetected bad line meters
P_DBBM Place of detected bad breaker monitors
P_UBBM Place of undetected bad breaker monitors
P_DIST Place of system disturbance: 0 before and 1 after
P_FAIL Place of system failure: 0 before and 1 after
P_MALF Place of system malfunction: 0 before and 1 after

Table 3. Transitions in the SPN Model

Transition Meaning

T_CLM Transition that the attacker compromises a line meter

T_CBM Transition that the attacker compromises a breaker monitor

T_DBLM Transition that the intrusion detection system detects a bad line meter

T_UBLM Transition that the intrusion detection system fails to detect a bad line meter

T_DBBM Transition that the intrusion detection system detects a bad breaker monitor

T_UBBM Transition that the intrusion detection system fails to detect a bad breaker monitor

T_RLM Transition that the system operator recovers a line meter

T_RBM Transition that the system operator recovers a breaker monitor

T_DIST Transition that the power grid encounters a system disturbance

T_FAIL Transition that the power grid encounters a system failure

T_MALF Transition that the power grid encounters a system malfunction

♥, are designed for recovering the malfunction devices identified by the intrusion detection
systems.

The SPN model has an 11-element set of place P = {P_GLM, P_BLM, P_GBM, P_BBM, P_DBLM,
P_UBLM, P_DBBM, P_UBBM, P_DIST, P_FAIL, P_MALF}. Specifically, places P_GLM, P_BLM,
P_GBM, and P_BBM hold the counts for good line meters, bad line meters, good breaker mon-
itors, and bad breaker monitors, respectively. Likewise, places P_DBLM, P_UBLM, P_DBBM, and
P_UBBM hold the counts for detected bad line meters, undetected bad line meters, detected bad
breaker monitors, and undetected bad breaker monitors, respectively. Place P_DIST, if holding a
token, represents a system disturbance event resulting from places P_UBLM and P_UBBM when
transition T_DIST is enabled. Similarly, place P_FAIL, if holding a token, represents a system fail-
ure event resulting from places P_UBLM and P_UBBM when transition T_FAIL is enabled. In par-
ticular, if place P_MALF holds a token, the whole power system is encountered with a system
malfunction transferred from places P_DBLM and P_DBBM when detected bad line meters and
breaker monitors are unable to be timely recovered.

We use the following events to show how this SPN model is constructed, and how the system
behaves under various event triggers.

—The first event is model initialization. We use tokens in a place to represent the sens-
ing devices that meet the conditions specified by this place. Particularly, as for places
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Fig. 4. System state transitions triggered by the second event: a good sensing device in place P_GLM or

P_GBM is compromised by an attacker.

Fig. 5. System state transitions triggered by the third event: a compromised bad sensing device in place

P_BLM or P_BBM is detected or undetected by the intrusion detection system.

P_DIST, P_FAIL, and P_MALF, holding a token represents the occurrence of this event;
otherwise, empty places denote no occurrence of such events. A marking is a sequence of
token states in all the places, which is denoted byM = {mдlm ,mblm ,mдbm ,mbbm ,mdblm ,
mublm ,mdbbm ,mubbm ,mdist ,mf ail ,mmalf }, where, particularly as mentioned above,mdist ,
mf ail , and mmalf can only take values of either 0 or 1. Initially, all the devices are un-
compromised/good, thereby the marking can be initialized asM0 = {mдlm , 0,mдbm , 0, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.

—The second event is an attacker compromising a line meter or a breaker monitor. We use
the compromising rates λclm and λcbm to denote, for each token in good places, the average
number of tokens per unit time that can be transferred to bad places. Such transitions can be
seen from Figure 4. Firing a transition will move one token from the input place to the output
place. For example, firing T_CLM in state {mдlm , 0,mдbm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} will move one
token from P_GLM to P_BLM, transforming to state {mдlm − 1, 1,mдbm , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.

—The third event is concerned with detecting or failing to detect a compromised bad
sensing device from place P_BLM or P_BBM using the intrusion detection system. For
a newly compromised device within a detection interval, the intrusion detection sys-
tem may fire two kinds of transitions. For example, as shown in Figure 5, if the intru-
sion detection system successfully detects a bad line meter in state {mдlm − 1, 1,mдbm −
1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}, T_DBLM will be fired transforming the system into state {mдlm −
1, 0,mдbm − 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} with rate λdblm ; otherwise, T_UBLM will be fired trans-
forming the system into state {mдlm − 1, 0,mдbm − 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} with rate λublm .
Similar transitions for bad breaker monitors transitions are also shown in Figure 5.

—The fourth event is concerned with detecting a compromised bad device from place
P_UBLM or P_UBBM using the intrusion detection system. Devices (tokens) in place
P_UBLM or P_UBBM are compromised bad devices that, heretofore, have not been de-
tected yet. The intrusion detection system runs periodically to check all the devices, per-
haps by trust reputation (Li et al. 2016b); thus, the compromised devices may be identified
at any detection interval or even undetected for a significantly long period. As shown in
Figure 6, if the intrusion detection system successfully detects a bad line meter in state
{mдlm − 2, 0,mдbm − 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}, T_DBLM will be fired transforming the system
into state {mдlm − 2, 0,mдbm − 1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0} with rate λdblm . Similarly, if transition
T_DBBM is fired, a bad breaker monitor will be detected transforming the system into state
{mдlm − 2, 0,mдbm − 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0} with rate λdbbm .
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Fig. 6. System state transitions triggered by the fourth event: a compromised bad sensing device in place

P_UBLM or P_UBBM is detected by the intrusion detection system.

Fig. 7. System state transitions triggered by the fifth event: a detected bad sensing device in place P_DBLM

or P_DBBM is recovered by the malfunction recovery technique.

Fig. 8. System state transitions triggered by the sixth event: a system disturbance is caused by a, most

probably conservative, topology attack.

Fig. 9. System state transitions triggered by the seventh event: a system failure is caused by a, most probably

aggressive, topology attack.

—The fifth event is concerned with recovering a detected bad device using malfunction
recovery techniques. When a bad device is successfully detected by an intrusion de-
tection system, the system administrator will carry out the malfunction recovery tech-
niques to record and reset the compromised bad device. As shown in Figure 7, if tran-
sition T_RLM is fired with rate λr lm in state {mдlm − 2, 0,mдbm − 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}, a
detected bad line meter is recovered to a good line meter, transforming the system state
into {mдlm − 1, 0,mдbm − 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}. Likewise, if transition T_RBM is fired with
rate λrbm in state {mдlm − 2, 0,mдbm − 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0}, a detected bad breaker mon-
itor is recovered to a good breaker monitor, transforming the system state into {mдlm −
2, 0,mдbm , 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}.

—The sixth event considers a successful topology attack, usually conservative, causing a
system disturbance. A small number of undetected bad line meters and breaker moni-
tors can construct a conservative topology attack to fire transition T_DIST. An example
is shown in Figure 8, where a system disturbance occurs with state {mдlm − 3, 0,mдbm −
1, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0} resulting from state {mдlm − 3, 0,mдbm − 1, 0, 1, 2, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0} when
T_DIST is enabled. The enabling function is a complex process based on the spanning tree
of the power grid topology, which is detailed in the unreliability enabling scheme that will
be introduced in the next subsection.

—The seventh event considers a successful topology attack, usually aggressive, causing a sys-
tem failure. A multitude of undetected bad line meters and breaker monitors can collectively
construct an aggressive topology attack to fire transition T_FAIL. An example is shown in
Figure 9, where a system failure occurs with state {mдlm − 5, 0,mдbm − 2, 0, 1, 4, 0, 2, 0, 1, 0}
resulting from state {mдlm − 5, 0,mдbm − 2, 0, 1, 4, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0} when T_FAIL is enabled.
Likewise, the enabling function is a complex process based on the spanning tree of the
power grid topology, which is detailed in the unreliability enabling scheme that will be
introduced in the next subsection.
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Fig. 10. System state transitions triggered by the eighth event: a system malfunction is caused by insufficient

good sensing devices.

Table 4. Weights Assigned to Each Bus

Bus type Description Weight assigned

Type 1 Bus with line(s) only but no generator or load 1 unit
Type 2 Bus with line(s) and load(s) but no generator 2 units
Type 3 Bus with line(s) and generator but no load 3 units
Type 4 Bus with line(s), generator and load(s) 4 units

—The last event considers a system malfunction caused by insufficient good sensing devices.
If the system has a low recovery rate (i.e., λr lm and λrbm are significantly small values),
the detected bad sensing devices cannot be recovered in time leaving many detected bad
devices remaining in places P_DBLM and P_DBBM. In this case, insufficient good sens-
ing devices can operate normally to support the wide area monitoring functionality. Then,
the power system malfunctions because the system states are no longer fully observable
to the system control center (Huang et al. 2014). As we see, a number of unrecovered bad
line meters and breaker monitors can collectively fire transition T_MALF to cause a system
malfunction. As shown in Figure 10, a system malfunction with state {mдlm − 9, 0,mдbm −
5, 0, 8, 1, 5, 0, 0, 0, 1} may occur from state {mдlm − 9, 0,mдbm − 5, 0, 8, 1, 5, 0, 0, 0, 0} with
rate λmalf when T_MALF is enabled. The enabling function is straightforward and
integrated in the unreliability enabling scheme that will be introduced in the next
subsection.

4.2 Maximum Spanning Tree Based Unreliability Enabling Scheme

We will now present the proposed scheme composed of two algorithms to determine under what
conditions the power system will fall into the unreliability status (i.e., disturbance, failure, or mal-
function).

4.2.1 MxST Construction Algorithm. In our scheme, we use the spanning tree in graph theory to
determine the most critical measurements. According to the contraction-deletion theorem (Vildhϕj
and Wind 2016), there may be multiple spanning trees for a graph G. To obtain the best results, we
use the MxST (McDonald et al. 2005). MxST is a spanning tree of a weighted graph G, where the
weight sum of all edges is the maximum over all G’s spanning trees. In our scheme, we allocate
weights toward the branches to indicate the different levels of significance to the power grid,
in terms of its observability and reliability. This is how we use the MxST of a grid topology to
determine the most critical branches of a power grid.

There may be various methods to determine the weights assigned to each line. In this article, we
use a straightforward approach to achieve this goal as shown in Table 4. Buses can be classified into
four types, namely: (1) buses with line(s) only but no generator or load; (2) buses with line(s) and
load(s) but no generator; (3) buses with line(s) and generator but no load; and (4) buses with line(s),
generator, and load(s) (Grigg et al. 1999). From the system administrator’s perspective, the system
administrator may be more interested in buses with generators and/or loads than those with only
transmission lines; and in buses with generators than those with loads, due to cost savings and
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reliability concerns. As such, we simply assign branches connected to a bus with a total weight
of 1, 2, 3, and 4 units, respectively, for the four types of buses. Then, the total weight is equally
divided among all connected branches. For example, if a type 2 bus has four branches, then this
bus is assigned a total weight of ω = 2 units, and each of its four branches is allocated a weight of
ωi = 2/4 = 0.5 unit, where i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

ALGORITHM 1: MxST Construction

Input: Initial graph G = {VG ,EG} of a power grid topology; set of weightsW assigned for all the

branches

Output: A MxST S = {VS ,ES}
1: Initialization:VS = ∅, ES = ∅
2: Step 1: Weight Assignment for each branch.

3: (1.1). Assign a total weight to each bus according to Table 4.

4: (1.2). Equally divide the weight assigned for each bus into k parts, where k is the number of branches

connected to this bus.

5: (1.3). Assign the divided weights to each connected branch.

6: (1.4). Add the weights for each branch assigned from the two end buses.

7: Step 2: Arrange all branches in their decreasing order of weights.

8: Step 3: Add to ES with ϵi j that has the maximum weight ωi j ∈ W ; add toVS with νi and νj that is

connected by ϵi j .

9: Step 4: Remove νi and νj fromVG , and ϵi j from EG .

10: Step 5: Loop over all the remaining edges ϵkt ∈ EG connecting to vertices νk ∈ VS . Add the edge ϵkt

has currently the maximum weight ωkt ∈ W to ES ; add νt ∈ VG but νt � VS toVS .

11: Step 6: Remove the edge ϵkt from EG and νt fromVG concerned in the last step.

12: Step 7: Repeat Steps 5 and 6 untilVG = ∅.
13: Step 8: Add all generators toVS , and generator and load edges to ES .

14: return S = {VS ,ES}

Based on this method, we develop an algorithm to show the construction of a MxST in a power
grid (see Algorithm 1). In Algorithm 1, the weights for all branches are calculated by equally divid-
ing the total weights of each bus and adding the two component weights for each branch. Then,
MxST is constructed for the weighted graph step by step. Starting from a branch with the highest
weight, branches and buses of interest are added to MxST following decreasing order of weights,
until all bus nodes are added to MxST but avoiding that the buses are repeatedly added. Lastly, put
in all generators, and generator and load edges to MxST as well, because generators and loads are
always important to a power grid.

Let us take the IEEE 14-bus power system (as shown in Figure 11) as an example to introduce
the construction of a MxST in a power system. Based on our proposed scheme, the bus types of
this power system and the total weights assigned to each bus are summarized in Table 5. Then,
the weights of all branches in the power system are calculated and listed in Table 6. According to
Algorithm 1, we construct the MxST of the IEEE 14-bus system as shown in Figure 11, wherein all
the MxST branches are denoted by solid red lines and the weights of all the MxST branches are
annotated.

4.2.2 Unreliability Enabling Algorithm. We employ MxST in our analytical model with the ex-
pectation to find the most critical branches, which combined with all the buses, provide the most
useful measurement and status data for system operations. As such, we can define the critical

devices and critical data.
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Fig. 11. The MxST of the IEEE 14-bus system.

Table 5. The Bus Type and Total Weight Assigned in IEEE 14-Bus System

Bus index Bus type Weight assigned Bus index Bus type Weight assigned

#1 Type 3 3 units #8 Type 3 3 units
#2 Type 4 4 units #9 Type 2 2 units
#3 Type 4 4 units #10 Type 2 2 units
#4 Type 2 2 units #11 Type 2 2 units
#5 Type 2 2 units #12 Type 2 2 units
#6 Type 4 4 units #13 Type 2 2 units
#7 Type 1 1 unit #14 Type 2 2 units

Definition 4.1. Given a MxSTS of a power grid topologyG, sensing devices are said to be critical

devices if they host on branches ϵi j that are involved in S, that is,

ϵi j ∈ G ∩ S, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NS } and i � j, (17)

where NS is the number of edges in S; otherwise, they are said to be non-critical devices if

ϵi j ∈ G \ S, i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,NS } and i � j . (18)

Accordingly, the measurement data or status data generated by these critical devices are said to be
critical data, and data generated by the non-critical devices are said to be non-critical data.

With the constructed MxST and the above definitions, we design an unreliability enabling algo-
rithm to show under what circumstances can transitions T_DIST, T_FAIL, and T_MALF be fired
to cause system unreliability. As described in Algorithm 2, the first step is to check whether the
compromised devices have the capability to collectively construct a topology attack. We consider
a most optimistic condition from the attackers’ perspective that, if the line meter and the circuit
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Table 6. Weights Assigned for Each Branch in IEEE 14-Bus System

(д Denotes Generator and l Denotes Load)

Branch index Weight assigned Branch index Weight assigned Branch index Weight assigned

ϵ1,2 3/3+2/3=5/3 ϵ4,7 2/6+2/3=1 ϵ8,д 3/2

ϵ1,5 3/3+2/5=7/5 ϵ4,9 2/6+2/5=11/15 ϵ9,10 2/5+2/3=16/15

ϵ1,д 3/3=1 ϵ4,l 2/6=1/3 ϵ9,14 2/5+2/3=16/15

ϵ2,3 4/6+4/4=5/3 ϵ5,6 2/5+4/6=16/15 ϵ9,l 2/5

ϵ2,4 4/6+2/6=1 ϵ5,l 2/5 ϵ10,11 2/3+2/3=4/3

ϵ2,5 4/6+2/5=16/15 ϵ6,11 4/6+2/3=4/3 ϵ10,l 2/3

ϵ2,д 4/6=2/3 ϵ6,12 4/6+2/3=4/3 ϵ11,l 2/3

ϵ2,l 4/6=2/3 ϵ6,13 4/6+2/4=7/6 ϵ12,13 2/3+2/4=7/6

ϵ3,4 4/4+2/6=4/3 ϵ6,д 4/6=2/3 ϵ12,l 2/3

ϵ3,д 4/4=1 ϵ6,l 4/6=2/3 ϵ13,14 2/4+2/3=7/6

ϵ3,l 4/4=1 ϵ7,8 2/3+3/2=13/6 ϵ13,l 2/4=1/2

ϵ4,5 2/6+2/5=11/15 ϵ7,9 2/3+2/5=16/15 ϵ14,l 2/3

breaker monitor on the same branch are unfortunately compromised by the adversary and un-
detected by the intrusion detection system, the attackers are considered to have the capability to
launch a topology attack. Otherwise, the injected false meter data can be easily detected by the bad
data detector. Then, for cases where the attackers have the capability to launch a topology attack,
further classification is conducted to determine whether a system failure or disturbance happens.
Note that, this classification procedure also, to a large extent, successfully differentiates between
conservative topology attacks and aggressive topology attacks. The reason is that, according to the
definition provided in Section 3.2, conservative topology attacks usually cause system disturbances
while aggressive topology attacks usually cause system failures.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

5.1 Metrics

In this article, the reliability performance of the smart grids using our analytical model is analyzed
using both transient analysis and steady-state analysis.

5.1.1 Transient Analysis. The metrics for transient analysis are the mean time to disturbance
(MTTD) and mean time to failure (MTTF). Specifically, MTTD is the average time before the power
system functions into a system disturbance. Likewise, MTTF is the average time before the power
system functions into a system failure. They are given by

MTTD =

∫ ∞

0

t[1 −QD (t )]dt , (19)

and

MTTF =

∫ ∞

0

t[1 −QF (t )]dt , (20)

whereQD (t ) is the probability of the first visit to a system disturbance, andQF (t ) is the probability
of the first visit to a system failure. Note that in the transient analysis, we ignore the mean time to
malfunction (MTTM). The reason is that compared to MTTD and MTTF, MTTM is considerably
large due to the negligible probability of a system malfunction occurrence.
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ALGORITHM 2: Unreliability Enabling Algorithm

Input: Set of compromised line meter L; set of compromised breaker monitor B; grid topology G; MxST S
of G; number of unrecovered detected bad devices NL and NB

Output: Decision outcome O
1: Initialization: threshold Nth , the maximum number of unrecovered detected bad devices a system can

tolerate prior to a system malfunction

2: if NL > Nth or NB > Nth then

3: O ← system malfunction

4: else

5: if at least one pair of the compromised line meters and breaker monitors are located at the same

branch then

6: The attacker is capable of launching a topology attack.

7: if at least one of the compromised line meters and breaker monitors are critical devices then

8: O ← system failure

9: else

10: O ← system disturbance

11: end if

12: else

13: O ← bad data detected with no system unreliability

14: end if

15: end if

16: return O

5.1.2 Steady-State Analysis. The steady-state analysis is presented by a self-defined metric: re-

liability R, which is defined by

R = (1 − pmalf) ∗
(
1 −

α ∗ pdist + β ∗ pfail

α + β

)k

, (21)

where

pmalf = 1 −
Nth∑
i=0

Nth∑
j=0

pdblm (i )pdbbm (j ), (22)

denoting the steady-state probability of a system malfunction occurrence when the number of
unrecovered detected bad devices in either place P_DBLM or P_DBBM exceeds the acceptable
threshold Nth . pdist and pfail denote the steady-state probabilities of system disturbance and failure,
respectively. In addition, α and β represent the negative impacts of pdist and pfail posed to the
system reliability. k is the average number of pairs of compromised line meter and breaker monitor
that host on the same transmission line. k describes the average number of attack events in the
power system under the optimistic condition. In practice, the power system usually has a sufficient
recovery rate, wherein a really small value can be satisfied; therefore,pdblm (i ) andpdbbm (j ) always
hold large probabilities when i and j are small values (e.g., 0 or 1). According to Equation (22),pmalf

approaches to zero in steady state, which is negligible. In this case, Equation (21) can be reduced
to

R =

(
1 −

α ∗ pdist + β ∗ pfail

α + β

)k

. (23)

Since the steady states of P_DIST and P_FAIL are absorbing states, it is hard to find the correspond-
ing steady-state probabilities. Therefore, we transform this problem into several sub-problems. A
corresponding workflow is shown in Figure 12. In this workflow, the SPN model is reduced by
temporarily removing places P_DIST and P_FAIL (P_MALF as well) and corresponding transitions
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Fig. 12. Workflow of calculating reliability.

T_DIST and T_FAIL (T_MALF as well). Then, the steady-state probabilities ofpublm (i ) andpubbm (j ),
where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,N }, can be easily obtained using steady-state analysis of the remaining SPN.
Next, we determine the expected probability of constructing a topology attack patt, which is given
by

patt =

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

publm (i )pubbm (j ) ×
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑i
l=1

C i
l
C N−i

j−l

C N

j

, i + j ≤ N

1, i + j > N ,

(24)

where i = min{i, j} and j = max{i, j}.
C i

l
C N−i

j−l

C N

j

calculates the probability of l (out of i) pairs of unde-

tected compromised line meters and breaker monitors with a same host location. The dual sum-
mations then calculate the average probability of at least one pair of undetected compromised line
meters and breaker monitors with a same host location, which is the optimistic condition as stated
in the above section. After that, the steady-state probabilities pdist and pfail can then be determined
by

pdist = patt
N S

N
, (25)

and

pfail = patt
NS

N
, (26)

where N S and NS are the number of non-spanning tree branches and spanning tree branches, re-
spectively. Particularly, when the compromising rate is sufficiently large, there are always enough
compromised bad devices in places P_UBLM and P_UBBM. As a result, i + j > N in Equation (24)
is always satisfied so that we always have patt = 1. In this case, the reliability R is reduced as

R = �
�
1 − α ∗ patt ∗ N S/N + β ∗ patt ∗ NS/N

α + β
�
	

k

= �
�
1 − α ∗ N S/N + β ∗ NS/N

α + β
�
	

k

. (27)

Note that k , describing the average number of attack events in the power system, is defined by

k =
N∑

x=1

x ∗ p (x ), (28)

where

p (x ) =
N∑

i=x

N∑
j=x

publm (i )pubbm (j ) ×
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

C i
x C N−i

j−x

C N

j

, i + j ≤ N

1, i + j > N ,

(29)

calculating the probability of x pairs of undetected compromised line meters and breaker monitors
with a same host location. Then, k is determined by the expectation of the probability distribution.

5.2 Numerical Results

In the simulation experiments, we use MATLAB 2015a and PIPE 2 (Dingle et al. 2009) as our sim-
ulators for transient and steady-state analysis, respectively. To facilitate comparison, we set the
same levels of compromising rates, detection rates, and recovery rates for the two sensing devices,
i.e., λclm = λcbm , λdblm = λdbbm , and λr lm = λrbm . The detection interval is set as 10 hours for the
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Fig. 13. The MTTD and MTTF versus compromis-

ing rate λclm = λcbm for the IEEE 14-bus system

(λr lm = λrbm = 0.08).

Fig. 14. The MTTD and MTTF versus detection

rate λdblm = λdbbm for the IEEE 14-bus system

(λr lm = λrbm = 0.08).

intrusion detection system. Note that in this section, we do not explicitly differentiate between con-
servative topology attacks from aggressive topology attacks, because the various compromising
levels actually simulate all levels of the attack capability ranging from the conservative topology
attacks all the way to aggressive topology attacks. The numerical results of all the simulations are
shown as follows.

In Figure 13, we plot the MTTD and MTTF of the IEEE 14-bus test system versus the compromis-
ing rate λclm = λcbm , for different detection rates λdblm = λdbbm . Note that, a sufficient recovery
rate of λr lm = λrbm = 0.08 is used as a constant parameter while analyzing the compromising rate
and the detection rate. Figure 13 shows that when the compromising rate is relatively small, the
power system has good operating conditions that both the MTTD and MTTF levels are signifi-
cantly high. Larger compromising rates result in lower MTTD and MTTF levels as more sensing
devices can be compromised by the adversary, increasing the probability to initiate a topology
attack. In addition, we observe that MTTF is usually larger than MTTD. This is because when we
have constrained knowledge and capability, it is much easier for an adversary to construct a rela-
tively weak attack that causes system disturbances than to construct a complicated strong attack
to cause system failures. Also, higher levels of MTTD and MTTF can be obtained by increasing
the detection rate, for example, from 0.02 to 0.06.

Figure 14 shows the MTTD and MTTF of the IEEE 14-bus test system versus the detection rate
λdblm = λdbbm , for different compromising rates λclm = λcbm . Clearly, when the detection rate
increases, the MTTD and MTTF improve quickly because high detection rates will be more likely
to detect compromised bad sensing devices and prevent them from launching topology attacks;
thus leading to higher MTTD and MTTF levels. A similar observation is being made in Figure 14,
where lower compromising rates can also enhance the MTTD and MTTF levels.

In comparison to the IEEE 14-bus test system, similar experiments pertaining to the MTTD and
MTTF are also conducted in the IEEE 24-bus and 39-bus test systems. The results are plotted in
Figures 15 and 16 for the compromising rate and detection rate, respectively. As shown in Figure 15,
similar to all three test systems, larger compromising rates correspond to lower MTTD and MTTF
levels, while smaller compromising rates correspond to higher MTTD and MTTF levels. Most
importantly, under the same level of compromising rate, detection rate, and the recovery rate, the
IEEE 14-bus system has the highest levels of MTTD and MTTF, followed by the IEEE 24-bus system,
and the IEEE 39-bus system. This is because when the total number of sensing devices increases,
the average number of sensing devices that can be compromised per unit time also increases; thus,
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Fig. 15. MTTD and MTTF versus compromising

rate λclm = λcbm for the IEEE 14-bus, 24-bus,

and 39-bus systems (λdblm = λdbbm = 0.02 and

λr lm = λrbm = 0.08).

Fig. 16. MTTD and MTTF versus detection rate

λdblm = λdbbm for the IEEE 14-bus, 24-bus, and

39-bus systems (λclm = λcbm = 0.001 and λr lm =

λrbm = 0.08).

Fig. 17. Steady-state probability distribution of

the number of tokens in place P_UBLM (also

P_UBBM) of the IEEE 14-bus system, for different

compromising rates (λdblm = λdbbm = 0.04 and

λr lm = λrbm = 0.08).

Fig. 18. Steady-state probability distribution of

the number of tokens in place P_UBLM (also

P_UBBM) of the IEEE 14-bus system, for different

detection rates (λclm = λcbm = 0.01 and λr lm =

λrbm = 0.08).

the probability of constructing a topology attack will increase, resulting in relatively lower levels
of MTTD and MTTF. Figure 16 presents the parallel results that for all three test systems, MTTD
and MTTF grow exponentially as the system detection rate increases, and the IEEE 14-bus system
has the highest levels of MTTD and MTTF while the IEEE 39-bus system has the lowest.

After presenting the numerical results of transient analysis, we now present the steady-state
analysis. Using the PIPE 2 simulator, the steady-state probability distribution of the number of
tokens in each place can be obtained. Figures 17 and 18 present the steady-state probability dis-
tribution of the number of tokens in place P_UBLM (also P_UBBM) of the IEEE 14-bus system,
for different compromising rates and detection rates, respectively. As observed from Figure 17,
when the compromising rate is relatively low, where only a few good devices may be transferred
to bad ones and most devices remain in good status, Pr{#P_UBLM = 0} is significantly high with
narrow probabilities for other number of tokens. Pr{#P_UBLM > 0} can be increased by increasing
the compromising rate. In contrast, as shown in Figure 18, a smaller detection rate value of, for
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Fig. 19. System reliability of the IEEE 14-bus sys-

tem versus compromising rate (λr lm = λrbm =

0.08).

Fig. 20. System reliability of the IEEE 14-bus sys-

tem versus detection rate (λr lm = λrbm = 0.08).

example, λdblm = λdbbm = 0.015 (λdblm = λdbbm = 0.04 in Figure 17), may result in more bad com-
promised devices being undetected, and result in relatively larger Pr{#P_UBLM > 0}. Increasing
the detection rate can improve Pr{#P_UBLM = 0}; thus, reducing the potential for an adversary to
construct a topology attack.

With the obtained steady-state probability distribution, system reliability can be determined by
Equation (23). Figure 19 plots the system reliability of the IEEE 14-bus system versus the compro-
mising rate for various values of α/β . We used the α to β ratio in our experiments because based

on Equation (23), the definition of system reliability R can be written as R = (1 − α∗pdist+β∗pfail

α+β
)k =

(1 − pdist

1+β/α
− pfail

α /β+1 )k . Thus, it is more convenient to use the ratio α/β for analyzing the system

reliability. As shown in Figure 19, under the same level of compromising rate, detection rate, and
recovery rate, higher values ofα/β result in higher reliability. The reason is that, according to Equa-

tions (25) and (26), pfail is usually greater than pdist due to NS > N S . Thus, increasing α/β assigns

more weight to pdist and less weight to pfail, which as a result decreases the value of
α∗pdist+β∗pfail

α+β
.

Therefore, the resulting value of reliability will be increased, and vice versa. More interestingly,
the reliability decreases gradually from R = 1 at the origin and drops quickly to nearly zero
with the growth of the compromising rate. This is because when the compromising rate is less
than the detection rate, bad devices can usually be detected so that high reliability can be ob-
tained, but when the compromising rate is large enough that it exceeds the detection rate, there
are a multitude of bad devices that cannot be successfully detected. In this case, there are always
sufficient bad devices together in places P_UBLM and P_UBBM that can easily launch topology at-
tacks, i.e., patt = 1 holds all the time. In addition, the higher the compromising rate, the larger the
k , which indicates the presence of multiple topology attacks and the large value of k will decrease
the reliability in an exponential manner.

The relationship between the system reliability of the IEEE 14-bus system and the detection rate
for various values of α/β is plotted in Figure 20. Likewise, this figure shows that under the same
conditions, increasing the value of α/β can lead to higher system reliability, while decreasing it can
lead to lower system reliability. In addition, the full simulation trace shows that system reliability
experiences a slight growth from the beginning and eventually reaches a plateau at around R = 1
when the detection rate increases. This indicates that the rise of the detection rate can slowly
mitigate the number of undetected compromised devices, reduce the probability of initiating an
attack, and further improve the system reliability.
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Fig. 21. System reliability versus compromising

rate for the IEEE 14-bus, 24-bus, and 39-bus sys-

tems (λdblm = λdbbm = 0.04 and λr lm = λrbm =

0.08).

Fig. 22. System reliability versus detection rate

for the IEEE 14-bus, 24-bus, and 39-bus systems

(λclm = λcbm = 0.02 and λr lm = λrbm = 0.08).

In addition to the IEEE 14-bus system, simulation experiments concerning steady-state analy-
sis for the IEEE 24-bus and 39-bus systems are conducted as well. Figure 21 presents the system
reliability of the three test systems against the compromising rate under different values of α/β .
Similar results to the IEEE 14-bus system can be obtained for the IEEE 24-bus and 39-bus systems.
Specifically, for all three test systems, the reliability decreases gradually from R = 1 as the com-
promising rate increases, and drops quickly when the compromising rate exceeds the detection
rate. In addition, we can also observe that the power systems can have a high system reliability
when α/β is set to be high. Furthermore, the numerical results show that the IEEE 39-bus system
has generally the highest reliability, followed by the 24-bus system and 14-bus system the last. The
reason is that a power system with more redundant branches and higher connection complexity
may be more resilient to the attacks.

In Figure 22, the reliability of different power systems against the detection rate is plotted. Sim-
ilarly, the reliability stabilizes at nearly zero at the original period in each test system, but a slight
difference is that the stabilization results from insufficiency of the detection rate to identify the
compromised bad devices. While the detection rate increases to a sufficient level, the reliability
begins to increase quickly and finally approaches to R = 1.

Finally, our simulation experiments focus on steady-state analysis against the recovery rate. The
corresponding numerical results are summarized in Figures 23 and 24. As observed in Figure 23,
three groups of comparative experiments show that under the same compromising rate and detec-
tion rate, the steady-state probability distribution of the number of tokens in place P_UBLM are
the same for different recovery rates. This is because the number of detected bad devices arriving
in place P_UBLM is determined by the compromising rate and detection rate collectively; thus, the
same compromising rate and detection rate will result in the same distribution of tokens in steady
states. While, it can also be seen that the recovery rate is of little impact on this distribution,
i.e., different values of the recovery rate do not make any difference to the probability of topol-
ogy attacks. The other curves once again show that the number of compromised devices in place
P_UBLM can be further mitigated by increasing the detection rate or reducing the compromising
rate.

In Figure 24, we observe that from the two groups of red and blue curves, the system reliability
experiences a sharp increase from 0 to 1 as the slight growth of the recovery rate. In such cases,
system malfunctions occur when the recovery rate is not sufficient (e.g., λr lm = λrbm < 0.02
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Fig. 23. Steady-state probability distribution of

the number of tokens in places P_UBLM and

P_UBBM for the IEEE 14-bus system.

Fig. 24. System reliability versus recovery rate for

the IEEE 14-bus system.

here) to recover the detected bad devices under a compromising rate of λclm = λcbm = 0.01 and
a detection rate of either λdblm = λdbbm = 0.02 or 0.04. In contrast, as the two black curves
show that under a rather small compromising rate (i.e., λclm = λcbm = 0.001), a recovery rate of
λr lm = λrbm = 0.002 is reasonably sufficient to recover all the detected bad devices. This leads to a
full system reliability (i.e., R = 1) with no system malfunctions. In previous simulations related to
the compromising rate and detection rate, we use a sufficient recovery rate of λr lm = λrbm = 0.08
to exclude the impacts on system reliability that insufficient recovery rate may cause. Compared to
the compromising rate and detection rate, we observe that, in this figure, the recovery rate has rela-
tively marginal impact on the system reliability as long as it can reach a basic acceptable level. More
importantly, the recovery rate highly relies on the compromising rate and, then, the detection rate.

Such observations help inform future design of the system, so that system designers can devote
more efforts to significant aspects, such as mitigating the compromising rate and improving the
detection rate, rather than focusing too much on the recovery rate.

6 CONCLUSION

Smart grid cyber-physical systems will be increasingly deployed in the foreseeable future, and
there are a number of research challenges that need to be addressed.

In this article, we developed an SPN-based analytical model for smart grid cyber-physical sys-
tems to assess and analyze the system reliability in the presence of both topology attacks and
system countermeasures. We also demonstrated how to construct successful topology attacks in
a smart grid. In our analytical SPN model, we took into account two types of sensing devices in-
volving line meters and circuit breaker monitors, and two kinds of typical system countermeasures
(i.e., intrusion detection systems and malfunction recovery techniques); we demonstrated how we
can use several events to describe the system behaviors under these event triggers. Moreover, us-
ing the IEEE 14-bus as an example, we proposed two algorithms pertaining to the construction
of a MxST and identification of system disturbances, failures, and malfunctions. Finally, simula-
tion experiments on the IEEE 14-bus, 24-bus, and 39-bus test systems and, correspondingly, both
transient- and steady-state analysis demonstrated the utility and efficiency of our proposed an-
alytical model. The findings (e.g., confirming that compromising rate and detection rate are of
paramount significance to system reliability) will inform future system design.

Future research includes prototyping the approach presented in this article, and evaluating and
refining the prototype in a real-world implementation.
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